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World of Plants

Module Code: LSKND1NC | Life Sciences

Year 1 Description

In this module, students explore world of plants. Students design a garden 
with different types of plants, compare different types of plants. Students 
further explore parts of plants and their functions,  by assembling a model 
of plant. Finally students grow a plants by following the instructions given.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Identify and name a variety of common wild and garden plants, including 
deciduous and evergreen trees
Identify and describe the basic structure of a variety of common flowering plants, 
including trees.

Activities in the module: 
LSKND1YS503-Types of Plants
LSKND1YS504-Compare different types of Plants
LSKND1YS505-Identify parts of plant
LSKND1YS506-Grow a plant

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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World of Animals

Module Code: LSKND2NC | Life Sciences

Year 1 Description

This module helps students to appreciate the wide range of animals found 
on earth. Students model various animals, compare the structure of 
animals. Students gain practical experience in identifying animals and 
sorting them into different groups. Students further explore the food 
habits of various animals and group them based on the food habits.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Identify and name a variety of common animals including fish, amphibians, 
reptiles, birds and mammals
Identify and name a variety of common animals that are carnivores, herbivores 
and omnivores
Describe and compare the structure of a variety of common animals (fish, 
amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals, including pets)

Activities in the module: 
LSKND2YS507-Model different types of animals
LSKND2YS508-Compare different animals
LSKND2YS509-Classify the animals
LSKND2YS510-Identify Carnivores, Herbivores and Omnivores

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Human Body and 
Senses

Module Code: LSKND3NC | Life Sciences

Year 1 Description

This module helps the students grasp introductory biology concepts as 
they recognise and assemble various foam made external organs of the 
human body. Students  explore what part of the body is associated with 
each sense; sight, hearing, taste, touch and smell. Further students 
conduct series of investigations to understand senses.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Identify, name, draw and label the basic parts of the human body and say which 
part of the body is associated with each sense

Activities in the module: 
LSKND3YS511-Assemble Human body and parts
LSKND3YS512-Explore sense of sight
LSKND3YS513-Explore sense of touch
LSKND3YS514-Explore sense of sound
LSKND3YS515-Explore Taste and smell

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Weather and 
Seasons

Module Code: ESKND4NC | Earth Sciences

Year 1 Description

This module helps students explore about seasons and changes 
assosiated to the seasons. Students perform series of activities to learn 
about the seasonal changes, seasonal patterns, clothing associated with 
each seasons. Further students develop the habit of becoming weather 
watchers and notice weather patterns and predicting changes.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Observe changes across the four seasons.
Observe and describe weather associated with the seasons and how day length 
varies.

Activities in the module: 
ESKND4YS516-Ordering Seasons
ESKND4YS517-Observe Seasonal Changes
ESKND4YS518-Explore Seasonal Clothing
ESKND4YS519-Describe the weather

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Exploring Materials

Module Code: PSKND5NC | Physical Sciences

Year 1 Description

In this module students explore, name, discuss  about properties of 
everyday materials  such  as: hard/soft; stretchy/stiff; shiny/dull; 
rough/smooth; bendy/not bendy; waterproof/not waterproof; 
absorbent/not absorbent; opaque/transparent. Finally students apply the 
properties learnt and buils a house.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Distinguish between an object and the material from which it is made.
Identify and name a variety of everyday materials, including wood, plastic, glass, 
metal, water, and rock.
Describe the simple physical properties of a variety of everyday materials.
Compare and group together a variety of everyday materials on the basis of their 
simple physical properties.

Activities in the module: 
PSKND5YS520-Explore Hard Soft objects

PSKND5YS521-Find out which of the given materials stretch the most? 

PSKND5YS522-Explore shiny and dull materials

PSKND5YS523-Sort the given materials based on the roughness
PSKND5YS524-Which of the given materials can be bent the most?
PSKND5YS525-Investigate water proof and absorbent materials
PSKND5YS526-Investigate opaque and transparent  materials
PSKND5YS527-Build a house

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Living and non-
living 

Module Code: LSPR60NC | Life Sciences

Year 2 Description

A lot of things journey together in this board game, getting filtered on the 
way according to the various characteristics they possess that determine 
whether they are living or not.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Explore and compare the differences between things that are living, dead, and 
things
that have never been alive.

Activities in the module: 
LSPR60YS237-Living and non-living 
LSPR60YS238-Alive, dead and never alive
LSPR60YS239-Compare Plants and animals
LSPR60YS240-Natural and man made
LSPR60YS241-Is a seed living

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Sprout and Grow

Module Code: LSPR17NC | Life Sciences

Year 2 Description

This module helps students to investigate how plants need water and 
sunlight to grow. In the four-part activity, students learn about parts of a 
seed, experiment with growing seeds in different conditions. Three to 
seven days later, students compare the seedlings and then watch what 
happens when all are placed in sunlight. 

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Observe and describe how seeds and bulbs grow into mature plants.
Find out and describe how plants need water, light and a suitable temperature to 
grow and stay healthy.

Activities in the module: 
LSPR17YS087-What are the favourable conditions for growing a plant?
LSPR17YS088-Effect of sunlight on the growth of plants

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Healthy Plate

Module Code: LSPR61NC | Life Sciences

Year 2 Description

This module has a series of activities that guide children to make healthy 
choices. A brightly coloured board game with food cards challenges the 
young learners to sort, recognize and discuss the various categories our 
food can be distinguished.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Describe the importance for humans of exercise, eating the right amounts of 
different
types of food, and hygiene.

Activities in the module: 
LSPR61YS246-Sources of food
LSPR61YS247-Identify the food groups
LSPR61YS248-Make a healthy plate
LSPR61YS249-Are you drinking plenty?

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Everyday Materials

Module Code: PSPR62NC | Physical sciences

Year 2 Description

This module introduces students to properties of materials. Students test 
the properties of various materials will develop an appreciation of 
everyday objects and learn to recognize that materials are chosen based 
on their properties. 

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Identify and compare the suitability of a variety of everyday materials, including 
wood, metal, plastic, glass, brick, rock, paper and cardboard for particular uses.
Find out how the shapes of solid objects made from some materials can be 
changed by squashing, bending, twisting and stretching.

Activities in the module: 
PSPR62YS250-Identify materials
PSPR62YS251-Which fabric is the stretchiest?
PSPR62YS252-Bend it! Stretch it! Squash it!
PSPR62YS253-Properties of metals 
PSPR62YS254-Design a park

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Habitats

Module Code: LSPR18NC | Life Sciences

Year 3 Description

This module helps students develop a sense of wonder for biodiversity. 
Students gain practical experience in identifying animal by designing the 
model of a forest and a polar region and sorting them into groups. 
Students observe the diversity of animals, and find out how animals like 
bears have adapted to suit to polar region, also learn how animals 
depend on plants and other animals by making simple food chain.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Identify that most living things live in habitats to which they are suited and 
describe how different habitats provide for the basic needs of different kinds of 
animals and plants, and how they depend on each other.
Identify and name a variety of plants and animals in their habitats, including 
microhabitats.
Describe how animals obtain their food from plants and other animals, using the 
idea of a simple food chain, and identify and name different sources of food.

Activities in the module: 
LSPR18YS094-Design a forest habitat
LSPR18YS095-Which animals and plant survive in forest habitat?
LSPR18YS096-Design a polar habitat
LSPR18YS097-Which animals and plant survive in polar habitat?
LSPR18YS098-How is forest habitat and polar habitat different?
LSPR18YS242-Adaptations 
LSPR18YS243-Investigating micro-habitats 
LSPR18YS244-Simple Food chains

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Plant Functions

Module Code: LSPR63NC | Life Sciences

Year 3 Description

This module has a series of activities that include modelling a plant, 
demonstrating water transport in the plant, and testing for the conditions 
for the plants' growth.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Identify and describe the functions of different parts of flowering plants: roots, 
stem/trunk, leaves and flowers.
Explore the requirements of plants for life and growth (air, light, water, nutrients 
from soil, and room to grow) and how they vary from plant to plant
Investigate the way in which water is transported within plants.

Activities in the module: 
LSPR63YS255-Model a Plant
LSPR63YS256-Water transport in plants
LSPR63YS257-Room for growth
LSPR63YS258-The needs of different plants

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Seed Dispersal and 
Pollination

Module Code: LSPR56NC | Life Sciences

Year 3 Description

This module develops the idea that plants face challenges like any of the 
living things. Students learn, how seeds disperse, learn about various seed 
dispersal techniques. Students also model flower, learn about the parts of 
flower and learn pollination techniques.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Explore the part that flowers play in the life cycle of flowering plants, including 
pollination, seed formation and seed dispersal.

Activities in the module: 
LSPR56YS089-Design a seed that disperses better
LSPR56YS090-Testing seed dispersal
LSPR56YS091-How animals disperse seeds?
LSPR56YS092-Parts of a flower
LSPR56YS093-How animals assist pollination of flowers?

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Food Pyramid

Module Code: LSPR64NC | Life Sciences

Year 3 Description

Planning meals and that too healthy ones can be good fun, especially 
when we challenge young enthusiasts to do it. The colourful food pyramid 
model and activities followed enlightens the student about healthy diets.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Identify that animals, including humans, need the right types and amount of 
nutrition, and that they cannot make their own food; they get nutrition from what 
they eat.

Activities in the module: 
LSPR64YS259-Identify the food groups
LSPR64YS260-Food Pyramid
LSPR64YS261-Balanced Diet
LSPR64YS262-Interpret Nutritional Intake

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Bones and muscles

Module Code: LSPR65NC | Life Sciences

Year 3 Description

This introductory skeletal system module takes the perspective that we 
can think about our bodies as being like a machine. Students discover the 
mechanism by which bones function and their muscles control their bones 
to move their bodies.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Identify that humans and some other animals have skeletons and muscles for 
support, protection and movement.

Activities in the module: 
LSPR65YS264-The human skeletal system
LSPR65YS265-Explore Joints in Human Skeleton
LSPR65YS266-Muscles for moving
LSPR65YS267-Skeletons of Animals
LSPR65YS268-Types of Skeleton
LSPR65YS269-Design a alien skeleton

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Light 

Module Code: PSPR09NC | Physical sciences

Year 3 Description

This module helps students develop the idea that we can create fun and 
useful things by exploring the properties of light. Through series of 
handson activities, students will answer questions such as which objects 
can be used to communicate over a distance? What happens when light is 
blocked or when materials of different kinds are placed in the path of a 
beam of light? 

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Recognise that they need light in order to see things and that dark is the absence 
of light.
Notice that light is reflected from surfaces
Recognise that light from the sun can be dangerous and that there are ways to 
protect their eyes.
Recognise that shadows are formed when the light from a light source is blocked 
by an opaque object.
Find patterns in the way that the size of shadows change.

Activities in the module: 
PSPR09YS051-What makes things visible to us?
PSPR09YS052-Identifying transparent, translucent and Opaque objects
PSPR09YS053-Interaction of light with different materials
PSPR09YS270-Investigating shadow length

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Exploring magnets

Module Code: PSPR06NC | Physical sciences

Year 3 Description

This module is all about exploring magnets. Students categorize different 
substances as magnetic or non-magnetic by observing the effect of a 
magnet on them. Through the series of investigations, students learn to 
identify the poles of a magnet using a compass, also observe the 
repulsion and attraction force of the magnets and learn more about their 
properties. Students also discuss uses for magnets and brainstorm 
examples of magnets in use in their everyday lives.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Compare how things move on different surfaces.
Notice that some forces need contact between two objects, but magnetic forces 
can act at a distance.
Observe how magnets attract or repel each other and attract some materials and 
not others.
Compare and group together a variety of everyday materials on the basis of 
whether they are attracted to a magnet, and identify some magnetic materials
Describe magnets as having two poles.
Predict whether two magnets will attract or repel each other, depending on which 
poles are facing.

Activities in the module: 
PSPR06YS033-Sorting magnetic and non-magnetic materials
PSPR06YS034-How does this helicopter suspend in the air?
PSPR06YS035-How do magnets interact?
PSPR06YS036-Identify the poles of a magnet
PSPR06YS037-Which magnet is stronger?
PSPR06YS038-Design a magnetic lock

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Classification

Module Code: LSPR67NC | Life Sciences

Year 4 Description

This module helps students to apprieciate the wide range of animals 
found on earth. Students gain practical experience in identifying animals 
and sorting them into scientific groups.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Recognise that living things can be grouped in a variety of ways.
Explore and use classification keys to help group, identify and name a variety of 
living things in their local and wider environment.
Recognise that environments can change and that this can sometimes pose 
dangers to living things.

Activities in the module: 
LSPR67YS287-Vertebrates and invertibrates
LSPR67YS288-Classifying Plants
LSPR67YS289-The effects of deforestation 
LSPR67YS286-Classify given animals

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Teeth and digestion

Module Code: LSPR68NC | Life Sciences

Year 4 Description

This module has two parts, teeth and digestion. In the first part, students 
model human teeth and compare the teeth of various animals. In the 
second part, they learn about the human digestive system.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Describe the simple functions of the basic parts of the digestive system in humans.
Identify the different types of teeth in humans and their simple functions.

Activities in the module: 
LSPR68YS277-Types of teeth
LSPR68YS278-Milk and Permanent teeth
LSPR68YS279-Teeth structure of different animals
LSPR68YS280-Model teeth of animals
LSPR68YS281-Human Digestive system

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Food Chains

Module Code: LSPR69NC | Life Sciences

Year 4 Description

This module on food chains helps students develop the idea that plants, 
animals, form a system of interdependent parts.  Through a series of 
activities students identify, predator and prey relations, make a food chain 
and food web.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Construct and interpret a variety of food chains, identifying producers, predators 
and prey.

Activities in the module: 
LSPR69YS282-Identify Predator and Prey
LSPR69YS283-Food Chain
LSPR69YS284-Food Web
LSPR69YS285-Investigate the given food chain

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Make a Candle

Module Code: PSPR16NC | Physical sciences

Year 4 Description

In this module, students investigate the changes that result from heating 
and cooling material like coconut oil and candle wax that can melt and 
solidify repeatedly and students record the temperature at which the 
melting and solidification happens

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Compare and group materials together, according to whether they are solids, 
liquids or gases.
Observe that some materials change state when they are heated or cooled, and 
measure or research the temperature at which this happens in degrees Celsius (°
C).

Activities in the module: 
PSPR16YS082-Heating and cooling butter
PSPR16YS083-Creating bubbles in baking soda by adding hot and cold water
PSPR16YS084-Heating and cooling wax
PSPR16YS290-Investigate melting points
PSPR16YS291-Thermal Insulators

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Exploring Sounds

Module Code: PSPR66NC | Physical sciences

Year 4 Description

This module helps students develop the idea that by exploring the 
properties of sound human beings create fun and useful things. Through 
the series of activities, students explore properties of sound like pitch, 
volume, loudness.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Identify how sounds are made, associating some of them with something 
vibrating.
Recognise that vibrations from sounds travel through a medium to the ear.
Find patterns between the pitch of a sound and features of the object that 
produced it.
Find patterns between the volume of a sound and the strength of the vibrations 
that produced it.
Recognise that sounds get fainter as the distance from the sound source 
increases.

Activities in the module: 
PSPR66YS272-Making a string instrument 
PSPR66YS273-Investigate Pitch
PSPR66YS274-Investigate Volume
PSPR66YS275-Investigate the patterns in loundness
PSPR66YS276-Sound Vs Distance

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Electric Circuits

Module Code: PSPR07NC | Physical sciences

Year 4 Description

This module is all about exploring basic electric circuits. Through the series 
of activities, students engage in the science and engineering practice of 
making observations as they use batteries, wires, small light bulbs and 
light bulb holders to explore the phenomenon of electricity and learn the 
difference between an open circuit and a closed circuit.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Identify common appliances that run on electricity.
Construct a simple series electrical circuit, identifying and naming its basic parts, 
including cells, wires, bulbs, switches and buzzers.
Identify whether or not a lamp will light in a simple series circuit, based on whether 
or not the lamp is part of a complete loop with a battery. 
Recognise that a switch opens and closes a circuit and associate this with whether 
or not a lamp lights in a simple series circuit.
Recognise some common conductors and insulators, and associate metals with 
being good conductors.

Activities in the module: 
PSPR07YS039-What is an electric circuit?
PSPR07YS040-How are switches useful in electric circuits?
PSPR07YS041-Differentiate between open and closed circuits
PSPR07YS042-Do all materials conduct electricity?
PSPR07YS043-Design simple circuit for home
PSPR07YS044-Design your own circuit
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Solar Water Distiller

Module Code: ESPR37NC | Earth Sciences

Year 4 Description

This module lets students appreciate the fact that water is a important 
natural resource. Students use estimation and graphing to find the  
difference in the amounts of fresh and saltwater on Earth. Students also 
develop a model to explain how water cycles from the Earth’s surface to 
the atmosphere and back again.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Identify the part played by evaporation and condensation in the water cycle and 
associate the rate of evaporation with temperature.

Activities in the module: 
ESPR37YS160-Model a Solar Water Distiller
ESPR37YS161-Map Water on the Earth
ESPR37YS162-Make it Rain

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Life cycle

Module Code: LSPR23NC | Life Sciences

Year 5 Description

This module helps to learn the lifecycle of various animals and plants. 
Students will learn the life cycles of many different insects, mammals, 
amphibians, and plants as they connect these colour-coded cards.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Describe the differences in the life cycles of a mammal, an amphibian, an insect 
and a bird. 
Describe the life process of reproduction in some plants and animals.

Activities in the module: 
LSPR23YS111-Model life cycle of animals
LSPR23YS112-Compare the life cycles of animals
LSPR23YS113-Model life cycle of plants
LSPR23YS114-Compare the life cycles of plants

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Sorting materials

Module Code: PSPR33NC | Physical sciences

Year 5 Description

In this module, students explore and conduct tests to identify materials 
based on their physical properties. Students explore properties such as 
colour, hardness, reflectivity, electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity, 
response to magnetic forces, and solubility.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Compare and group together everyday materials on the basis of their properties, 
including their hardness, solubility, transparency, conductivity (electrical and 
thermal), and response to magnets.
Know that some materials will dissolve in liquid to form a solution, and describe 
how to recover a substance from a solution.

Activities in the module: 
PSPR33YS145-Hardness
PSPR33YS146-Reflectivity
PSPR33YS147-Electrical conductivity
PSPR33YS148-Thermal conductivity
PSPR33YS149-Response to magnetic forces
PSPR33YS150-Solubility
PSPR33YS151-Conductivity of Liquids

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Friction in air and 
Water

Module Code: PSPR70NC | Physical sciences

Year 5 Description

This module is all about friction. Students make balloon-powered cars and 
sail cars, test them on water and land and compare the movement.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Identify the effects of air resistance, water resistance and friction, that act 
between moving surfaces. 

Activities in the module: 
PSPR70YS293-Balloon car
PSPR70YS294-Vary the sizes of balloon
PSPR70YS295-Air resistance - Sail car
PSPR70YS296-Car with different sails
PSPR70YS297-Compare Air and Water resistance
PSPR70YS368-Parachute

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Simple and 
Complex machines

Module Code: PSPR71NC | Physical sciences

Year 5 Description

The series of investigation in this module will help to understand different 
types of simple machines, complex machines and their working.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Recognise that some mechanisms, including levers, pulleys and gears, allow a 
smaller force to have a greater effect.

Activities in the module: 
PSPR71YS298-Inclined Plane
PSPR71YS299-Screw
PSPR71YS300-Lever
PSPR71YS301-Wheel and Axle
PSPR71YS302-Pulley
PSPR71YS303-Wedge
PSPR71YS304-Complex machine
PSPR71YS305-Design a complex machine

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Gravity machine

Module Code: PSPR34NC | Physical sciences

Year 5 Description

In this module, students apply the concept of gravity and build a gravity-
powered marble sorting machine that can sort large and small spheres.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Explain that unsupported objects fall towards the Earth because of the force of 
gravity acting between the Earth and the falling object.

Activities in the module: 
PSPR34YS152-Gravitational Force
PSPR34YS153-Sorting machine

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Model of Day and 
Night

Module Code: ESPR02NC | Earth Sciences

Year 5 Description

This module helps students develop a new perspective on the world they 
are standing on. They will be given evidence that the Earth beneath our 
feet is moving through space, both spinning on its axis and traveling in a 
great orbit around the Sun. They will see how these movements account 
for the patterns we see in our sky. Throughout this investigation, students 
will in the process of inquiry: beginning with observations, debating a 
range of possible causes, and reasoning to possible conclusions.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Describe the movement of the Moon relative to the Earth.
Describe the Sun, Earth and Moon as approximately spherical bodies.
Use the idea of the Earth’s rotation to explain day and night and the apparent 
movement of the sun across the sky.

Activities in the module: 
ESPR02YS009-How brightness of a light source change with its distance?
ESPR02YS010-Differentiate between Earth's rotation and revolution
ESPR02YS012-Is it a day everywhere?
ESPR02YS013-Sun dial
ESPR02YS014-Is average day equally long on other planets as our's?
ESPR02YS015-How far is the moon?

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Reversible and 
Irreversible

Module Code: CSPRC3NC | Physical sciences

Year 6 Description

This module lets students investigate a set of reactions. The students need 
to keenly examine the characteristics exhibited by each reaction and 
classify it as reversible or irreversible in nature.

Curriculum Connect
Statutory requirement(s): 
Demonstrate that dissolving, mixing and changes of state are reversible changes.
Explain that some changes result in the formation of new materials, and that this 
kind of change is not usually reversible, including changes associated with burning 
and the action of acid on bicarbonate of soda.

Activities in the module: 
CSPRC3YS466-Evolution of gas
CSPRC3YS467-Change in temperature
CSPRC3YS468-Change in colour
CSPRC3YS469-Magnetic separation
CSPRC3YS470-Dissolving and evaporation
CSPRC3YS471-Borax crystals

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Buzzing Circuits

Module Code: PSPR26NC | Physical sciences

Year 6 Description

This module is all about exploring about electric circuits. Through the 
series of activities, students engage in the investigations and make 
observations as they use batteries, wires, LED and buzzer to explore the 
phenomenon of electricity and learn the difference between an open 
circuit and a closed circuit.  Also students investigate how the components 
behave when they are connected in series and parallel.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Associate the brightness of a lamp or the volume of a buzzer with the number and 
voltage of cells used in the circuit.
Compare and give reasons for variations in how components function, including 
the brightness of bulbs, the loudness of buzzers and the on/off position of 
switches.
Use recognised symbols when representing a simple circuit in a diagram.

Activities in the module: 
PSPR26YS122-Design a circuit 
PSPR26YS123-Is it a conductor or an insulator?
PSPR26YS124-How steady is your hand?
PSPR26YS125-Design a burglar alarm
PSPR26YS318-Make a series circuit
PSPR26YS319-Make a parallel circuit

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Human Eye

Module Code: PSPR27NC | Physical sciences

Year 6 Description

In this module, students discover the basics of how their eyes work. 
Stuents develop a working model of a human eye. They use a lens as a 
model of the cornea to explore how the structure of this lens is related to 
the function of our eyes.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Explain that we see things because light travels from light sources to our eyes or 
from light sources to objects and then to our eyes.

Activities in the module: 
PSPR27YS126-Model of human eye
PSPR27YS127-What are the functions of pupil in the eye?

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Lights and Shadows

Module Code: PSPR74NC | Physical sciences

Description

This module demonstrates how the shadows change, how the light gets 
reflected. Students also explore the properties of the reflection of light.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Recognise that light appears to travel in straight lines.
Use the idea that light travels in straight lines to explain that objects are seen 
because they give out or reflect light into the eye.
Explain that we see things because light travels from light sources to our eyes or 
from light sources to objects and then to our eyes.
Use the idea that light travels in straight lines to explain why shadows have the 
same shape as the objects that cast them.

Activities in the module: 
PSPR74YS314-The incident ray and the reflected rays
PSPR74YS315-The plane of reflection
PSPR74YS342-Shadow box
PSPR74YS317-Make a periscope
PSPR74YS343-Distance of light vs  shadow

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02

Year 6
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Adaptations

Module Code: LSPR29NC | Life Sciences

Description

Parts of various plants in different climatic conditions need to be identified 
and put together to complete the 3D models. Pure logic and critical 
analysis is required to place the right part on the right plant. The activity 
not only evokes inquiry but also provides a perfect platform for group 
discussions and debates.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Identify how animals and plants are adapted to suit their environment in different 
ways and that adaptation may lead to evolution.

Activities in the module: 
LSPR29YS130-How does structure of a plant support its survival in different 
climatic conditions?
LSPR29YS131-How desert plan survive?
LSPR29YS132-How animals adapt?

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02

Year 6
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Classification of 
animals and plants

Module Code: LsPR72NC | Life Sciences

Description

This module helps students develop a sense of wonder for biodiversity: the 
sheer range and variety of animals found on earth. Students gain 
practical experience in identifying animals and animals and sorting them 
into scientific groups.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Describe how living things are classified into broad groups according to common 
observable characteristics and based on similarities and differences, including 
microorganisms, plants and animals.
Give reasons for classifying plants and animals based on specific characteristics.

Activities in the module: 
LSPR72YS306-Classification of Vertebrates
LSPR72YS307-Classification of Invertebrates
LSPR72YS308-Classification of Plants

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02

Year 6
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Human Circulatory 
System

Module Code: LSPR73NC | Life Sciences

Description

In this module, students investigate how body systems in their body work 
together. Students model the respiratory system, which clearly illustrates 
the dynamic way in which our lungs and diaphragm function. Students 
also extend their learning by modelling the circulatory system.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Identify and name the main parts of the human circulatory system, and describe 
the functions of the heart, blood vessels and blood.

Activities in the module: 
LSPR73YS210-Circulatory System
LSPR73YS310-Investigating Heart rate
LSPR73YS309-Circulatory system of various animals

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02

Year 6
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Human Circulatory 
System

Module Code: LSPR73NC | Life Sciences

Description

In this module, students investigate how body systems in their body work 
together. They model the respiratory system, which illustrates the 
dynamic way in which our lungs and diaphragm function. In addition to 
this, they also extend their learning by modelling the circulatory system.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Identify and name the main parts of the human circulatory system, and describe 
the functions of the heart, blood vessels and blood.

Activities in the module: 
LSPR73YS210-Circulatory System
LSPR73YS310-Investigating Heart rate
LSPR73YS309-Circulatory system of various animals

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02

Year 6
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Molecular Model

Module Code: CSMS39NC | Chemical Sciences

KS3 Description

In the module, students build models of carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, plus 
more than 20 different molecules. Students understand the difference 
between an element and a molecule.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
A simple (Dalton) atomic model.
Differences between atoms, elements and compounds.

Activities in the module: 
CSMS39YS167-Elements and Compounds
CSMS39YS168-Molecules

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Chemical 
Reactions

Module Code: CSMS40NC | Chemical Sciences

KS3 Description

In this module, students analyze and interpret data to determine whether 
chemical reactions have taken place. Then they use models to explain 
what takes place at the atomic and molecular scale during a reaction. 
They also apply what they learn about chemical reactions to such 
problems as designing useful products such as design a hot pack and a 
cold pack.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Exothermic and endothermic chemical reactions (qualitative).

Activities in the module: 
CSMS40YS169-Explore Reversible Changes
CSMS40YS170-Explore Irreversible Changes
CSMS40YS171-Model Particle motion 
CSMS40YS172-Exothermic and Endothermic
CSMS40YS173-Hot and Cold Pack

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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DC Motor

Module Code: PSMS43NC | Physical Sciences

KS3 Description

The module is a step by step procedure to make learners grasp the 
relation between electricity and magnetism. In the first step, the learners 
start with identifying the position of poles, then differentiating between 
them, and finally, the interactions between poles of two magnets. Next, 
they discover the link between flowing charge and the magnetic field, thus 
getting a hint at origins of magnetism. Finally, using the acquired 
knowledge (and a little instruction), they construct a device that utilizes 
both magnetism and electricity to produce mechanical movement. They 
further manipulate various factors to observe how each modification 
affects the working of the device and simultaneously confirm Fleming’s 
Left-Hand Rule.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
The magnetic effect of a current, electromagnets, D.C. motors (principles only).

Activities in the module: 
PSMS43YS184-Magnetic pole identification
PSMS43YS185-Linking Magnetism and Electricity
PSMS43YS186-Construct DC Motor
PSMS43YS187-Factors affecting the Speed and Direction of DC motor
PSMS43YS188-Applications of DC motor

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Electromagnet

Module Code: PSMS01NC | Physical Sciences

KS3 Description

In this module, students construct an electromagnet, which is one of the 
essential parts of many electronic devices, like motors, loudspeakers, and 
hard drives. Students then explore whether an electromagnet's strength 
changes with the number of turns in the magnet's coil. Students also 
measure the magnet's strength by counting the number of objects the 
electromagnet can lift. Finally, students design an electromagnetic crane 
to separate steel from junk.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
The magnetic effect of a current, electromagnets, D.C. motors (principles only).

Activities in the module: 
PSMS01YS002-Magnetic Effects of Electric Current
PSMS01YS003-Make an Electromagnet
PSMS01YS004-Variation of the strength of electromagnet with core
PSMS01YS005-Variation of the strength of electromagnet with number of turns
PSMS01YS007-Electromagnetic crane
PSMS01YS008-Telegraph

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Mag Lev

Module Code: PSMS44NC | Physical Sciences

KS3 Description

In this module, students perform a series of investigations to discover the 
properties of magnets. They also discuss the uses of magnets and create 
different geometric shapes using magnetic repulsion. In addition to this, 
they brainstorm examples of magnets in use in their everyday lives and 
balance the magnetic forces and gravitational force to levitate a plastic 
stick in stable equilibrium.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Magnetic poles, attraction and repulsion.
Magnetic fields by plotting with compass, representation by field lines.
Earth’s magnetism, compass and navigation.

Activities in the module: 
PSMS44YS189-Magnetic Pole Identification
PSMS44YS190-Floating magnets 
PSMS44YS191-Geometric patterns
using magnets
PSMS44YS192-Levitation
PSMS44YS193-Factors affecting
levitation
PSMS44YS367-Magnetic Lines of force

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Energy Conversion- 
Roller Coaster

Module Code: PSMS45NC | Physical Sciences

KS3 Description

In this module, students build their own model of roller coaster, and then 
analyze the working. Students begin in designing simple roller coaster and 
further exband it to make a complex one. During the process students 
examine conversions between kinetic and potential energy and frictional 
effects.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Comparing the starting with the final conditions of a system and describing 
increases and decreases in the amounts of energy associated with movements, 
temperatures, changes in positions in a field, in elastic distortions and in chemical 
compositions.
Using physical processes and mechanisms, rather than energy, to explain the 
intermediate steps that bring about such changes.

Activities in the module: 
PSMS45YS195-Simple Roller coaster
PSMS45YS196-Roller Coaster

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Galileo's Pendulum

Module Code: PSMS47NC | Physical Sciences

KS3 Description

This module demonstrates energy conversion and conservation. Students 
design a pendulum model,  and predict  the movement of pendulum by 
understanding conservation of energy. In the second part of the activitiy 
students use a obstacle and find out how the obstacle effects the function 
of the pendulum.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Other processes that involve energy transfer: changing motion, dropping an 
object, completing an electrical circuit, stretching a spring, metabolism of food, 
burning fuels.

Activities in the module: 
PSMS47YS200-Pendulum model
PSMS47YS201-Pendulum with obstacle

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Plant and animal 
Cell

Module Code: LSMS04NC | Life Sciences

KS3 Description

In this module, students design a model of plant and animal cell. The 
model shows the structure of the smallest unit of any living creature 
capable of independent life, as seen through an electron microscope. 
Students will be able to differentiate between structure and function in 
plant and animal cell organelles, including cell membrane, cell wall, 
nucleus, cytoplasm, mitochondrion, chloroplast, and vacuole. 

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Cells as the fundamental unit of living organisms, including how to observe, 
interpret and record cell structure using a light microscope.
The functions of the cell wall, cell membrane, cytoplasm, nucleus, vacuole, 
mitochondria and chloroplasts.
The similarities and differences between plant and animal cells.
The role of diffusion in the movement of materials in and between cells.

Activities in the module: 
LSMS04YS023-Model a Plant Cell
LSMS04YS024-Model an Animal Cell
LSMS04YS025-Compare plant and animal cell
LSMS04YS320-Diffusion and osmosis

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Human Respiratory 
system

Module Code: LSMS49NC | Life Sciences

KS3 Description

In this module, students investigate how different systems in their body 
work together. They model the respiratory system, which illustrates the 
dynamic way in which our lungs and diaphragm function. 

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
The structure and functions of the gas exchange system in humans, including 
adaptations to function
The mechanism of breathing to move air in and out of the lungs, using a pressure 
model to explain the movement of gases, including simple measurements of lung 
volume.
The impact of exercise, asthma and smoking on the human gas exchange system.

Activities in the module: 
LSMS49YS207-Respiratory System
LSMS49YS208-Inhalation and Exhalation
LSMS49YS209-Model Diseased Lungs

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Food web

Module Code: LSPR36NC | Life Sciences

KS3 Description

This module on ecology helps students develop the idea that plants, 
animals, and fungi form a system of interdependent parts, with each part 
dependent on the other parts for its material nourishment. Using the 
model of the food web, students follow the flow of energy through the 
food web.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
The interdependence of organisms in an ecosystem, including food webs and 
insect pollinated crops.
The importance of plant reproduction through insect pollination in human food 
security.
How organisms affect, and are affected by, their environment, including the 
accumulation of toxic materials.

Activities in the module: 
LSPR36YS156-Predator and Prey
LSPR36YS157-Food Chains
LSPR36YS158-Food Web
LSPR36YS159-What if some animals become extinct?

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Dragon Genetics

Module Code: LSMS51NC | Life Sciences

KS3 Description

In this module, students create imaginary creatures, referred to as 
“dragons,” to explore the relationship between genes and inherited traits. 
Using dragons as a model, students learn how hereditary information is 
passed from one generation to the next, and how the physical 
appearance of offspring is determined by the combinations of genes 
received from the parents. By the end of this module, students will be able 
to demonstrate why two parents can produce offspring whose 
characteristics not only resemble those of the parents, but also 
demonstrate individual variation.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Heredity as the process by which genetic information is transmitted from one 
generation to the next.
A simple model of chromosomes, genes and DNA in heredity, including the part 
played by Watson, Crick, Wilkins and Franklin in the development of the DNA 
model.
Differences between species.

Activities in the module: 
LSMS51YS216-Dragon Offspring
LSMS51YS217-Second Generation Dragon
LSMS51YS218-Mutation

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Movements of Sun, 
Moon and Earth

Module Code: ESMS52NC | Earth Sciences

KS3 Description

In this module, students take observations from their everyday lives and 
build scientific models to understand phenomena, such as changes in the 
moon’s appearance and seasons. Using a series of activities, students 
learn about phases of the moon, the formation of seasons and the 
occurrence of an eclipse.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
The seasons and the Earth’s tilt, day length at different times of year, in different 
hemispheres.

Activities in the module: 
ESMS52YS219-Model Seasons
ESMS52YS220-Model Phases of moon
ESMS52YS221-Model Solar Eclipse
ESMS52YS222-Model Lunar Eclipse

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Formation of Rocks

Module Code: ESMS53NC | Earth Sciences

KS3 Description

In this module, students investigate the formation of rocks as an inquiry-
led module where students are supported through a structured approach 
to investigation. Students model the rock cycle and also layers of the 
volcano.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
The rock cycle and the formation of igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic 
rocks.

Activities in the module: 
ESMS53YS223-Analyse ways in which rock types change
ESMS53YS224-Simulate the conditions needed to produce a volcano
ESMS53YS225-How does lava flow and how do we record its movement?
ESMS53YS226-How do we check and record successive lava flows?
ESMS53YS227-Identify and explain rock  
formations around the world

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Symbols Formulae 
and Balancing act

Module Code: CSMS57NC | Chemical Sciences

KS3 Description

Students will learn how to read formulas, count atoms, create and read 
chemical equations, and balance chemical equations using a hands-on 
activity with colour-coded formulas cards.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Chemical symbols and formulae for elements and compounds.

Activities in the module: 
CSMS57YS174-Formulae
CSMS57YS175-Balancing act

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Yeast Respiration

Module Code: LSMS58NC | Life Sciences

KS3 Description

In this module, students investigate if yeast is a living organism, also they 
investigate respiration in yeast and conditions required for yeast to grow.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Aerobic and anaerobic respiration in living organisms, including the breakdown of 
organic molecules to enable all the other chemical processes necessary for life a 
word summary for aerobic respiration.
the process of anaerobic respiration in humans and micro-organisms, including 
fermentation, and a word summary for anaerobic respiration.
the differences between aerobic and anaerobic respiration in terms of the 
reactants, the products formed and the implications for the organism.

Activities in the module: 
LSMS58YS026-Is yeast alive?
LSMS58YS027-What makes yeast cells thrive?
LSMS58YS365-Anaerobic respiration

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Skeletal System

Module Code: LSMS75NC | Life Sciences

KS3 Description

In this module, students explore the human skeleton. They label different 
bones present in the skeletal system and learn the function of joints and 
their movement.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
The structure and functions of the human skeleton, to include support, protection, 
movement and making blood cells.

Activities in the module: 
LSMS75YS321-Human skeleton
LSMS75YS322-Joints
LSMS75YS323-Muscles
LSMS75YS324-Compare the bones of animals

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Nutrients in food

Module Code: LSMS76NC | Life Sciences

KS3 Description

In this module, students identify the nutrients present in their food. They 
do this by a series of tests, which involves testing food samples with 
specific chemical reagents. Finally, they list food items rich in 
carbohydrates, proteins, fats and vitamin C.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
content of a healthy human diet: carbohydrates, lipids (fats and oils), proteins, 
vitamins, minerals, dietary fibre and water, and why each is needed.
Calculations of energy requirements in a healthy daily diet.
The consequences of imbalances in the diet, including obesity, starvation and 
deficiency diseases.

Activities in the module: 
LSMS76YS325-Test for Carbohydrates
LSMS76YS326-Test for Protein
LSMS76YS327-Test for Fats
LSMS76YS328-Test for Vitamin C
LSMS76YS329-Deficiency diseases

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02



55

Separation 
Techniques

Module Code: CSMS10NC | Chemical Sciences

KS3 Description

In this module, students get introduced to the properties of mixtures and 
solutions. The module activities allow students to compare and contrast 
the physical characteristics of a few simple mixtures and solutions. 
Students use various techniques like magnetic separation, winnowing, 
sieving, handpicking, filtration, chromatography to separate various types 
of mixtures. Examples include solid-solid mixture, solid-liquid mixture, 
liquid-liquid mixture. The concept of separation of mixtures is clearly 
outlined through an inquiry-based procedure.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
The concept of a pure substance mixtures, including dissolving.
Diffusion in terms of the particle model.
Simple techniques for separating mixtures: filtration, evaporation, distillation and 
chromatography the identification of pure substances.

Activities in the module: 
CSMS10YS060-What is a Solute, solvent and solution?
CSMS10YS061-How do we separate solid-solid mixture?
CSMS10YS062-How do we separate solid-liquid mixture?
CSMS10YS063-How do we separate liquid-liquid mixture?
CSMS10YS064-How efficient is your filter paper?
CSMS10YS065-Does mixing always result in a new substance?
CSMS10YS366-Diffusion

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Acids and Bases

Module Code: CSMS77NC | Chemical Sciences

KS3 Description

This module provides a completely safe and convenient method for 
students to study, test, and observe the characteristic properties of acids 
and bases. They perform tests with the help of indicators commonly used 
in the lab. 

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Defining acids and alkalis in terms of neutralisation reactions.  
The pH scale for measuring acidity/alkalinity; and indicators.
Reactions of acids with metals to produce a salt plus hydrogen.
Reactions of acids with alkalis to produce a salt plus water.
what catalysts do.

Activities in the module: 
CSMS77YS330-Litmus Test
CSMS77YS331-pH test
CSMS77YS332-Neutralisation
CSMS77YS333-Explore Catalyst
CSMS77YS334-Disappearing Ink
CSMS77YS335-pH of personal care products

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Reactivity Series

Module Code: CSMS78NC | Chemical Sciences

KS3 Description

This modules helps to understand the reaction of metals such as zinc, 
aluminium, copper, and iron with aqueous salt solutions of aluminium 
sulphate, copper sulphate, ferrous sulphate, and zinc sulphate. Also, after 
performing the experiment 'Reactivity Series of Metals', students will be 
able to analyse the decreasing order their reactivity.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
How patterns in reactions can be predicted with reference to the Periodic Table.

Activities in the module: 
CSMS78YS336-Reactivity Series

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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Balloon Car

Module Code: PSMS79NC | Physical sciences

KS3 Description

Students build a car powered by air. The module provides an excellent 
opportunity to learn about motion, uniform and non-uniform motion and 
speed. In short, the student will develop their basic knowledge of 
kinematics.

Curriculum Connect
Curriculum Connect(s): 
Speed and the quantitative relationship between average speed, distance and 
time (speed = distance ÷ time).
The representation of a journey on a distance-time graph.

Activities in the module: 
PSMS79YS344-Balloon Car
PSMS79YS345-Speed Vs time
PSMS79YS346-Force Vs distance

Available as single kit, class pack, school pack - refer to www.frontieredu.ae

For more information Email us at info@frontieredu.ae or Call +971 52 175 05 02
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